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Review of Lesson 1

• Set the context for Study

– Discussion Question “ Has God finished his work yet?”

– Illustration of Pearl Necklace

• God has a definite plan: Beginning point, Mid point, End point

• Must see as “necklace”, not box of pearls

– Beginning to understand a Biblical World view

• Last Supper discussion

– Situation at end of John 13 (despair, loss, death, personal failure, betrayal, and sense of

“Is this all there is?’

• Christ’s words of Hope, encouragement, and future

• Began the Study of Biblical Prophecy and looked at definitions, class 

objectives, key topics

• Quick look at Sequence of Events, and beginnings on Church Age and 

Rapture



This weeks lesson

• Complete our discussion of the Church Age 

and the “Rapture” of the Church

• Discuss Matthew 24 and 25

• Locate “where we are” in the sequence 

• Set the stage for Lesson 3
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The Church Age

• What is the “church”?
– Called out ones

– Congregation of true believers not 

building or denomination or church roll

• Begins with coming of Holy Spirit

• Ends with “snatching away” all 

believers with Spirit

• What are the characteristics and 

stages along the way?

• Are there any signs to signal we are 

getting near the finish of it?



Church Age

• From the Dispensations last week 

we see the problem
– Responsibility

– Performance / Failure

� Judgment / Punishment

• Three Groups of people in Bible Prophecy

• Jews

• Gentiles

• Church (remember definition)



Church Age Overview



View of Christ’s Ministry on Earth



Rapture of the Church

• Rapture
– Christ comes in the air (1 Thess 4:16-17)

– Christ comes for his saints (1Thess 4:16-17)

– Christ claims His bride

– Not mentioned in OT

– Imminent, no signs (1 Cor 15:52)

– Time of blessing & comfort (1 Thess 4:18)

– Believers only (John 14:1-3, 1 Cor 15:51-55)

– Twinkling of Eye (1 Cor 15:51-52)

– Only His believers see Him (1 Cor 15:51-52)

– Signals end of Church Age 

– Holy Spirit withdrawn

– Tribulation begins shortly

– Christ comes as Bright Morning Star (Rev22:16)



Rapture Events



Matt 24-25 (Olivet Discourse)

• Along with Daniel, and Revelation, this is the 
most powerful summary of Prophecy we 
have, and it is from Jesus to His disciples

• Two quick things before we read and discuss:

– Jesus told this to his disciples who were all Jewish.  
No view of the church in these passages

– This is a discussion of the 2nd Coming, not the 
Rapture, so remember this as we go through it

– It is a discussion of Israel’s future although much 
is applicable to the “church”



Matthew 24 and 25 discussion points

• Response to 3 questions asked by the Disciples

– Jesus predicted destruction of temple  and reminds them 

as they leave Jerusalem to the Mount of Olives

• Question 1 – When will the temple be destroyed?

• Question 2 – What will be the sign of your coming again?

• Question 3 – What will be the sign of the end of the age?

– Matthew concerns himself with Answers to Q1 and Q2 and 

Luke answers Q1 (Luke 21:20-24, see also Mark 13)



Matt 25 Parables

�Parable of 10 virgins

• Parable of the Talents

�Parable of the Sheep and Goats

I want to take the first and third and discuss them



Olivet Discourse View



Next week

• Take a look at the period we call the Tribulation
– Purpose, who is there, length, kickoff and endpoint

• We will look at the significant pieces of Prophecy 
inside this timeframe including
– Antichrist, 12th Imam, False Prophet, Beast

– War of Gog and Magog

– Abomination of Desolation

– Table of Nations

– Specific signs of the times

– Scripture that underlies the topics

• Even though we will be Raptured out, why it is 
important that we know it.


